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MMC Voices
President’s Message
Happy New Year! It is my pleasure to greet you as
the Interim President of the Maryland Multicultural
Coalition. I am excited to serve you in this interim
capacity. I am looking forward to being at the helm
for the next couple of months as we bid a fond
farewell to Debbie Misiag. On behalf of the board
and all of our members, I wish to publicly thank
Debbie for her tireless commitment and dedication
to MMC. We appreciate her willingness to stay
connected to our work by serving until her
retirement as well as continued leadership with the
newsletter.
In this issue, you will find articles covering a variety
of topics and upcoming events as well as our
scholarship application for 2018.
NAME has announced the theme for this year’s
conference, “How Many More ‘Til We Rise Up?
Multicultural Education, a Radical Response of
Love, Life and Dr. King’s Dream” and we are eager
to begin planning for our local convening. As we
begin planning for the MMC fall conference, we are
seeking your support in identifying a host school
system. This is a very important time in our nation
and in education. The work before us requires us to
be unapologetic and fearless in our approach to
disrupting systems and structures of inequity. We
simply can’t do this without you. If you are
interested in hosting the fall conference in your
school system, please let us know.
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(President’s Message Continued)
My sincerest thanks to the board for trusting
me with this opportunity. I look forward to
leading beside you in the months to come.
“Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world.” Nelson Mandela
With hope,
Dr. Tracey L. Durant
Interim President MMC

Save the Date!
Scholarship Applications due April 2, 2018
(see page 6 )
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“ It is better to continue to try to teach or live
equality and love than it would be to have hatred
and prejudice.”
Rosa Parks

New Diversity Officers In Maryland
Johns Hopkins University announced the
appointment of Fenimore Fisher as the Chief
Diversity Office who will lead diversity and
inclusion initiatives and act as the primary steward
of the Roadmap on Diversity and Inclusion plan for the
university. Fisher previously lead diversity efforts
across more than 80 agencies for the Ciy of New
York.

Happy Birthday Frederick Douglass
Born into slavery, later becoming an influential
abolitionist, and writer, he served five U.S.
Presidents in high- level federal positions.
Born 200 years ago, this Marylander will be
celebrated with a year -long events, beginning
February 17th. Celebrations will take place
across the state including the Reginald F.
Lewis Museum in Baltimore, Baltimore’s
National Great Blacks in Wax and the
Frederick Douglass-Issac Myers Maritime
Park. Visit the following websites for more
information:
Tourtalbot.org
Greatblacksinwax.org
Lewismuseum.org
Nps.gov/frdo

Howard County Public Schools announced the
addition of the Director of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion. Kevin Gilbert assumed this position
earlier this fall. This position is in addition to the
office, which includes the Coordinator for Cultural
Proficiency, John Krownapple, Razia Kosi and
Shannon Keeney. The team supports the
Superintendent’s Dr. Michael Martirano’s call to
action; Learning and Leading with Equity: The Fierce
Urgency of Now.
Mississippi Opens Two New Museums
In 2017, Mississippi opened up two new museums; The Museum of Mississippi History and the
Mississippi Civil Rights Museum. The complex of two museums, is linked by a shared lobby and
auditorium. The Civil Rights Museum features interactive galleries with a sculpture that lights up to the
spiritual anthems of “ This Little Light of Mine” and “ Oh, Freedom.” Galleries focus on black
Mississippians during the Jim Crow era and the fight for equality including audio interviews with
freedom riders.
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Walter’s Art Gallery
The Walter’ Art
Gallery in
Baltimore has a new
exhibit: Arts of
Asia. The exhibits
takes visitors on a
2000 year journey
around Asia
including art from
Korea, Japan,
Thailand, China,
Tibet and India..
Visit thewalters.org
for more
information.

What’s in a Name?
Can you match these state names with their
meaning? Each of these states are named
after Native American words.
1. Nebraska
2. Massachusetts
3. Michigan
4. Ohio
5. Minnesota
6. Oregon
7. Kentucky
8. Iowa
9. Alabama
10. Mississippi
11. North Dakota
12. South Dakota
13. Texas
14. Oklahoma
a. good river
b. friend
c. dark and bloody ground
d. beautiful land
e. beautiful water
f. waters that reflect the sky
g. flat or broad river
h. water flowing along
i. I make a clearing
j. Big river
k. Long river
l. Green mountain
m. Great water
n. Rocky hills
Check the next issue for the answers.

WINTER 2016

The 50th Anniversary of the Passing of MLK
April 4, 2018, will be the 50th Anniversary of the
assassination of Dr. King. This year the Baltimore
Reginald F. Lewis Museum will honor his life with a
musical presentation: Man of Peace: The 50th Anniversary
of the Assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. Visit
lewismseum.org for more information. The event will be
held on January 15th.

Women’s Voice Theatre Festival in Washington, D.C.
From January through March, theaters across D.C will be
presenting 25 productions by women playwrights. This
event is the largest dedicated to women playwrights in the
United States. Tickets are available on-line at
womensvoicestheaterfestival.org

“ We are all racially mixed; we have all migrated; we all came from somewhere else. This reality
must serve us in the future.
We will not be just until we share justice with others. When we exclude, we are poor; when we
include, we are rich.”
Carlos Fuentes
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WOMEN’S STUDIES ELECTIVE
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE
A Women’s Studies elective semester course at
Sherwood High School in Montgomery County
Public Schools has been developed and taught by
social studies teacher, Beth Shevitz, for the last two
years. A senior student in the class, Caroline Hill,
noted that “Women’s Studies has made an impact on me
because it has helped me understand the bunch of women’s
issues that are not talked a lot in everyday life.”

“ The legal system can change
laws and knock down walls, but
it can’t build bridges. We will
only obtain freedom if we learn
to appreciate diversity and have
the courage to discover what is
fundamentally common to all of
us. In recognizing the humanity
of our fellow beings, we pay
ourselves the highest tribute.
Thurgood Marshall

Marshall

The movie Marshall, chronicles the
early years of Thurgood Marshall as a
NAACP lawyer. The movie came out
in September 2017 to favorable reviews
by critics. Chadwick Boseman plays
Marshall. Although it is out of most
theatres at this point, it is a powerful
movie about this early pioneer in Civil
Rights Law.

Class lessons are based on current events in the
media and issues that women have been facing
throughout history. The class has discussed a wide
array of topics, including stereotypes, health issue,
self-esteem, sexual harassment and the workforce.
Ms. Shevitz notes that “I like to stress to my students
that women are not held to the same standards as men.”
The class is provided with articles, films,
discussions, and songs.
Aside from her teaching, Ms. Shevitz is also the
sponsor of EmpowerHER, a club which encourages
students to become activists in raising awareness
about a range of gender issues and to take what they
have experienced to take action. Ms. Shevitz notes
that, “If students could take away one thing from
Women’s Studies and EmpowerHER, I urge them not to
accept the status quo and that change can be made that
will bring equality for women.” She stresses, “I hope
that men too can develop a sense of pride to call
themselves feminists.”
The Lunar New Year is February 16,
2018. It is the year of the Dog. So if you
were born in 1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,
1982, 1994 or 2006, this is your year.
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Cultural Proficiency Conference Continues to
Draw Large Audience
In October, the 2017 Maryland Cultural
Proficiency Conference themed, Realizing the
Equity Agenda: Courage, Leadership, and Resilience
was held at Morgan State University. The
conference conveners include Baltimore County
Public Schools, Community College of Baltimore
County, Loyola University Maryland, Morgan
State University, and Notre Dame of Maryland
University. The conference attracted over 250
educators from across Maryland. The keynote
speakers’ Drs. Frances Kendall, Lisa Williams,
and Tanya Williams led participants into
discourse about equity, the national conversation
on education, and the imperative to eliminate the
achievement gap. The concurrent session
presenters invoked a deeper engagement about
individual responsibility and an interrogation of
individual capacity. It was an exciting
conference. Stay tuned for details about the 2018
conference.
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!Scholarship!Application!!

Application!Year:!2018!!
!
MMC/NAME!is!the!Maryland!Chapter!of!the!National!Association!for!Multicultural!
Education.!The!mission!of!MMC/NAME!is!to!promote!and!support!education!that!is!
multicultural!as!a!means!of!achieving!the!full!academic!potential!of!every!learner!in!
Maryland!by!sharing!knowledge!and!resources,!fostering!appreciation!of!diversity,!and!
advocating!for!educational!equity.!MMC/NAME!brings!together!individuals!and!groups!
with!an!interest!in!multicultural!education!from!all!levels!of!education,!from!different!
academic!disciplines!and!a!variety!of!educational!institutions.!It!is!our!pleasure!to!sponsor!
this!scholarship.!!
Application!Instructions:!!
Please!complete!the!attached!application!form!to!apply!for!the!MMC/NAME!Scholarship!
and!submit!it!by!April!2,!2018.!Mail!the!application!packet!to!MMC/NAME'Scholarship'
Committee'at'P.O.'Box'738,'Columbia,'MD'21045.!Scholarship!applicants!will!be!notified!
of!the!decision!in!July!2018.!!
Requirements!for!High%School%Applicant!must:!!
!_Be!a!resident!of!Maryland!!
_Have!a!cumulative!3.5!GPA!or!higher!!
!_Be!eligible!to!graduate!in!June!of!the!year!of!application!!
_Provide!proof!of!acceptance!in!a!2!or!4Tyear!undergraduate!program!!
!_Intend!to!teach!PT12!upon!completion!of!an!undergraduate!program!!
_Attach!a!copy!of!your!official!transcript!!
!_!Attach!two!letters!of!recommendations.!One!must!be!personal!(family!members!
excluded)!and!the!other!should!be!school!related.!!
!

Requirements!for!Undergraduate%College%Applicant!must:!!
_Be!a!resident!of!Maryland!!
_Be!a!current!undergraduate!student!in!one!of!Maryland’s!colleges!or!universities!!
_Have!a!cumulative!3.5!GPA!or!higher!!
_Intend!to!teach!PT12!upon!completion!of!an!undergraduate!program!!
_Attach!a!copy!of!official!transcript!!
_!Attach!two!letters!of!recommendations.!One!must!be!personal!(family!members!
excluded)!and!the!other!should!be!school!related.!!
!
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Checklist:!!
The!following!items!must!be!submitted!by!the!due!date:!!
_Completed!cover!sheet!!
!_ExtraTCurricular!Activities!List!!
_Essay!!
_Copies!of!acceptance!letters!(high!school!only)!!
!_Transcript!!
!_Two!letters!of!recommendation!!
!
Important:!!
_All!materials!must!be!postmarked!no!later!than!April!2,!2018.!!
_Incomplete!application!packets!will!not!be!reviewed.!!
_All!candidates!will!be!notified!in!July!2018.!!
_If!you!are!selected!to!receive!the!scholarship,!you!will!be!asked!for!proof!of!
registration!and!a!copy!of!the!school!bill!for!the!upcoming!school!year.!!
_Scholarship!funds!will!be!sent!directly!to!the!college/university!in!August.!!
!
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Personal%Information%!
First!Name:!Last!Name:!!
Address:!!
Home!Phone:!Cell!Phone:_______________________!!
ETMail:!!
!
!
Educational%Information%!
HIGH$SCHOOL$APPLICANTS$!
High!School:!Attach!official!transcript!!
GPA:!!
!
!
COLLEGE$APPLICANTS$!
College:!Attach!official!transcript!!
GPA:!!
!
!
Extracurricular%Activities%(High!School!and!College!Applicants)!!
Activity!Roles!and!Responsibilities!!
1.!!
!
2.!!
!
3.!!
!
4.!!
!
5.!!
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Letters%of%Recommendation%!
Attach!two!letters!of!recommendation.!One!must!be!personal!(family!members!excluded)!
and!the!other!should!be!school!related.!!
!
!
!
Essay%Questions%!
Attach!a!response!to!the!essay!questions!below.!Your!submission!should!be!two!pages!
(maximum),!typed,!doubleTspaced,!and!include!your!signature!on!each!page.!!
_The!experiences!that!have!influenced!your!decision!to!pursue!a!career!in!education!and!
how!these!experiences!will!help!you!in!this!career!choice.!!
!_What!are!your!thoughts!on!educating!an!increasingly!diverse!student!population!or!
explain!your!experience!with!or!interest!in!promoting!diversity!and!equity!in!schools?!!
!
_Include!your!statement!of!need!for!this!scholarship,!describing!hardship,!funding!and!gaps!
for!tuition!costs,!etc.!!
!
Signature of applicant ______________________________ Date_________________
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MMC Annual Conference
As mentioned in the November 2017 Voices Newsletter, MMC will not be hosting a spring conference
this year. This is due to the fact that we are moving to a fall conference schedule. Attendance in late
spring has decreased over the last three years and we are hoping that the fall brings in more staff to our
statewide conference. At this time we are looking for a host school system.
What does it mean to be a host school system? A host system obtains a high school location on a
Saturday. With the assistance of a MMC Liaison, they locate a keynote speaker, have 3-4 staff support
the morning check-in, advertise the conference in their school system, elicit 10 sessions from staff in their
system, help to locate a caterer for the light breakfast treats and lunch and assists in the development and
printing of the conference program. If desired the host system may highlight student art, music or dance.
The host system creates a theme for the conference that reflects the nature of our work and that is
appealing to a wider audience across the state.
MMC handles most of the registration process, awards, supports locating a keynote, supplies materials
like name tags, conference bags and materials for the conference. MMC helps to review the submissions
for sessions and makes final decisions on the conference. Each step of the process is supported by MMC
Board Members. In recent years, conferences have been held Howard, Carroll, Wicomico, Baltimore, and
Caroline counties.
If you are interested, please contact us at mdmulticultural@gmail.com by February 28, 2018. This is our
largest event of the year and we hope that that will include you and your school system.

Headline News- NAME’s Position Statement
The National Association for Multicultural Education applauds the women and men who have recently
called out their violent attackers in public. We recognize that stepping out from the long shadows of fear to
put a spotlight on the perpetrators who have committed these terrible attacks still carries huge personal and
professional risks. These survivors have centered national attention on the abuse of power and control that
(mostly) men in positions of institutional power have wielded like a weapon. As a social justice and equity
organization, NAME knows that this country must not tolerate the physical, mental, emotional and
psychological assaults, which affect survivors for the duration of our lives. It also invades schools in the
trauma children suffer either from sexual abuse or sexual harassment directly or from knowing it was
inflicted on a family member or close friend. Educators aren’t immune from the trauma either because it
spills into classrooms, becoming the noise that disrupts learning and teaching. People are increasingly giving
voice to the pains and wounds of this oft-sanctioned violence, adding their voices to long histories of
survivors who have raised their voices. Speaking out is an initial part of the healing process. NAME also
recognizes that many are still unable to articulate what they have suffered and are unable to identify their
attackers. We applaud survivors while also recognizing that most public voices have been privileged,
wealthy, and white women. Those with limited institutional power, women of color, LGBTQIA
communities, children, and others structurally excluded remain institutionally silenced. ( continued page 11)

Recently accused perpetrators include political candidates, U.S. senators and representatives, current and
former presidents, national network broadcast anchors, world-renowned actors, comedians, movie moguls,
athletes, coaches, and highly visible others. Some have apologized, some face ethics hearings, and a few
have been fired, but far too few abusers have lost their jobs and positions of power. And others remain
unrepentant as if their positions entitle them to be abusive, reflecting the same brazen disregard for life that
the president of the United States continues to embody.
NAME underscores that no resignations, firings, court settlements or jury awards can come close to
compensating individuals or our free society for the losses in freedom of movement, freedom of
association, freedom of speech and freedom to pursue happiness unmolested that sexual harassment, sexual
assault, and intentional violence take away. These are non-negotiable constitutional concerns and we are
only beginning to name some of the horrendous acts that large segments of society survive (and some who
did not survive).
Just as distressing as the current cases of sexual harassments and sexual assaults, is the fact that this
eruption is occurring in the news now, but in a few weeks, will likely pass. And with the passing, the public
outrage will diminish until survivors again summon the courage and risks to step from the shadows of fear
to expose new horrors. Like gun violence and mass shootings, the cycle of outrage and silence will occur
once again with no substantive action.
NAME insists that the recurring atrocities by those wielding power end once and for all. The NAME
community reflects and represents survivors of these sexist, racist, heterosexist, classist, and deeply violent
attacks. Multicultural education offers a concrete solution with the inclusion of all people’s stories and
history of accomplishments in pre-K through college teachings, textbooks and curriculum. Exposing the
dominant Eurocentric, white-male-centered narrative as one of oppressive violence intending to abuse and
colonize is imperative to empowering all who believe in bell hooks’ notion of a liberatory education.
NAME knows it is long-past time to make this change. But for social justice, equity and each new
generation, it is never too late.
To download and share statement, click:
https://www.nameorg.org/docs/NAME_Statement_on_Sexual_harassmentassault_to_post_1-2018.pdf
NAME in 2018

Memphis will host the 28th Annual NAME International
Conference from November 27-30, 2018. Check out
nameorg.org for information on proposals, keynote speakers,
awards and conference information and hotels. Memphis is a
relatively short distance away.

